High-throughput nanopore sequencing of *Treponema pallidum* tandem repeat genes arp and *tp0470* reveals clade-specific patterns and recapitulates global whole genome phylogeny.
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Short title: Nanopore sequencing arp and tp0470
Abstract
Sequencing of most Treponema pallidum (T. pallidum) genomes excludes repeat regions in tp0470 and the tp0433 gene, encoding the acidic repeat protein (arp). As a first step to understanding the evolution and function of these genes and the proteins they encode, we developed a protocol to nanopore sequence tp0470 and arp genes from 212 clinical samples collected from ten countries on six continents. Both tp0470 and arp repeat structures recapitulate the whole genome phylogeny, with subclade-specific patterns emerging. The number of tp0470 repeats is on average appears to be higher in Nichols-like clade strains than in SS14-like clade strains. Consistent with previous studies, we found that 14-repeat arp sequences predominate across both major clades, but the combination and order of repeat type varies among subclades, with many arp sequence variants limited to a single subclade. Although strains that were closely related by whole genome sequencing frequently had the same arp repeat length, this was not always the case. Structural modelling of TP0470 suggested that the eight residue repeats form an extended α-helix, predicted to be periplasmic. Modeling of the ARP revealed a C-terminal sporulation-related repeat (SPOR) domain, predicted to bind denuded peptidoglycan, with repeat regions possibly incorporated into a highly charged β-sheet. Outside of the repeats, all TP0470 and ARP amino acid sequences were identical. Together, our data, along with functional considerations, suggests that both TP0470 and ARP proteins may be involved in T. pallidum cell envelope remodeling and homeostasis, with their highly plastic repeat regions playing as-yet-undetermined roles.
Introduction

In recent years, efforts to catalog genomic diversity and phylodynamics of the syphilis spirochete, *Treponema pallidum* subsp. *pallidum* (*T. pallidum*), have resulted in a rapid increase in the amount of sequencing data and number of near-complete genome assemblies available in public databases (Arora et al., 2017; Beale et al., 2019, 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Grillová et al., 2019; Lieberman et al., 2021; Pinto et al., 2016; Taouk et al., 2022; Thurlow et al., 2022).

Insights gained from these efforts, including the spread of azithromycin resistance (Beale et al., 2019) and high-resolution information on antigenic diversity (Lieberman et al., 2021), have aided our understanding of *T. pallidum* evolution and are invaluable to vaccine design. Although whole genome sequencing of low abundance *T. pallidum* DNA directly from clinical specimens is technically challenging due to the necessity of enrichment protocols such as hybrid capture with RNA or DNA baits (Pinto et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2017; Beale et al., 2019, 2021; Lieberman et al., 2021; Taouk et al., 2022), *Dpn1* enrichment (Grillová et al., 2019), whole genome amplification (Chen et al., 2021; Thurlow et al., 2022), and/or the traditional technique of passage of clinical strains through rabbits, sufficient progress has been made in development of these techniques that sequencing throughput of samples on a scale appropriate for monitoring of vaccine trials is feasible.

Most genomic analyses of *T. pallidum* have excluded portions of the genome difficult to resolve by short-read sequencing, including the *T. pallidum* repeat (tpr) family of paralogous genes, the number of 60 bp tandem near-perfect repeats in the gene encoding the acidic repeat protein (arp; *tp0433*), and the number of 24 bp tandem repeats in the gene encoding the tetratricopeptide repeat protein TP0470 (*tp0470*). *Arp* repeat length has been interrogated extensively using the CDC (Pillay et al., 1998) and enhanced CDC (Marra et al., 2010) typing schemes. This has allowed monitoring of local strain composition over time (Marra et al., 2010; Flasarová et al., 2012; Grimes et al., 2012) and of strains circulating worldwide (Sutton et al., 2001; Pillay et al., 2002; Pope et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2020), and identification of subtypes enriched in neurosyphilis (Molepo et al., 2007; Marra et al., 2010). However, these approaches focus on obtaining the number of *arp* repeats, rather than providing sequence information on the repeats, which is necessary for more robust genotyping. Our sequencing-based approach starts to fill this important knowledge gap.

Little is known about the role of *tp0470* in syphilis pathogenesis, though tetratricopeptide repeat proteins in other bacterial species act as scaffolds for protein-protein interactions and are often critical to functionality of virulence factors (Cerveny et al., 2013). The highly charged motif “EAEARRK”, encoded by the 24 bp repeat in *tp0470*, occurs C-terminal to the predicted tetratricopeptide repeat domain. This motif is repeated between 4-29 times in publicly available *T. pallidum* subsp. *pallidum* complete genomes, and up to 37 times in the *T. pallidum* subsp. *pertenu* strain CDC-2. The role of the *arp* gene is similarly understudied. It encodes an antigenic (Liu et al., 2007) protein containing at least four types of the 60 bp repeat that have been previously identified in *T. pallidum* subsp. *pallidum*, with differences confined to six positions, all of which result in amino acid substitutions (Liu et al., 2007; Harper et al., 2008). Repeat lengths between 2-22 have been previously observed in *T. pallidum* subsp. *pallidum* clinical specimens (Harper et al., 2008). Although the role of the acidic repeat protein in
pathogenesis and colonization of various anatomic sites is unknown, some samples collected
from whole blood had a lower number of *arp* tandem repeats than in patient-matched lesion
swabs (Mikalová et al., 2013), and late stage syphilis samples are reported to have fewer *arp*
repeats on average than early stage (Harper et al., 2008). Importantly, *arp* and *tp0470* are
thought to evolve via intra-strain recombination (Grillová et al., 2019; Noda et al., 2022).

To date, most closed *T. pallidum* genomes have relied on Sanger sequencing of *arp* and *tp0470*
(Cejková et al., 2012; Pětrošová et al., 2012; Zobániková et al., 2013; Grillová et al., 2019),
requiring extensive manual curation of data as well as ample starting material. Herein, we
describe new bench and bioinformatic protocols for highly multiplexed nanopore sequencing of
*arp* and *tp0470*, reducing the quantity of sample needed, as well as per-sample cost and hands-
on time. These methodological improvements allowed us to gain insight into the evolution of
both *tp0470* and *arp* and formulate hypotheses that pave the way for functional studies to
understand the role of these putative virulence factors in syphilis pathogenesis.

**Methods**

**Ethics Statement**

All human samples were collected and deidentified following protocols established at each
institution. All IRB information from samples collected in Japan; Italy; Ireland; Maryland, USA;
Madagascar; Peru; Papua New Guinea, and Nanjing, China has been previously published
(Hopkins et al., 2004; Lukehart et al., 2004; Van Damme et al., 2009; Hook III et al., 2010; Marra
et al., 2010; Lieberman et al., 2021). Collection of additional samples was covered by the
following IRBs: Malawi: National Health Sciences Research Committee Ministry of Health and
Population (IRB Approval Number 2252); Colombia: Centro Internacional de Entrenamiento e
Investigaciones Medicas (CIDEIM) Institutional Human Research Ethics Committee (CIEIH) (IRB
protocol number 1289); Guangzhou, China: Dermatology Hospital of Southern Medical
University (SMU) Medical Ethic Committee (IRB protocol number GDDHLS-20181202(R3));
Chapel Hill, USA: University of North Carolina IRB Protocol Number 19-0311. Sequencing of
deidentified strains was covered by the University of Washington Institutional Review Board
(IRB) protocol number STUDY00000885 and University of North Carolina IRB protocol number
19-0311.

**Whole genome sequencing and maximum likelihood phylogeny**

Samples were sequenced and genomes assembled as previously described (Lieberman et al.,
2021) or, for samples from Colombia, Malawi, Guangzhou, China, and Chapel Hill, USA,
consensus sequences were assembled as previously described with minor modifications (Chen
et al., 2021; Parr, 2021). Alignment, recombination masking and generation of the maximum
likelihood phylogeny were performed as previously described (Lieberman et al., 2021).

**Barcoding PCR of *arp* and *tp0470***:

Repeat regions of *arp* and *tp0470* were amplified using 96 combinations of forward and reverse
barcodes barcoded primers containing a 24bp index (Supporting Information). Input volume
ranged between 0.5-8 µL depending on genome copy number and amount of sample available.
Samples were amplified by one of two methods, both using the Takara PrimeSTAR GXL
polymerase in a 25 µL reaction: Those with low volume were first amplified with non-barcoded primers (98˚C for 2 minutes, 35 cycles of 98˚C for 10 seconds, 62˚C for 15 seconds, 68˚C for 2 minutes, then held at 68˚C for 10 minutes before storing at 4˚C), the amplicon cleaned with 0.8x Ampure XP beads, diluted 1:100, and then 1 µl template barcoded with 14 additional cycles of PCR using the indexed primers, using a 65˚C annealing temperature. Alternatively, samples were amplified directly from the genomic DNA using barcoded primers. Both methods produced equivalent results and technical replicates for each method agreed with each other (Supporting Information, “Methods Equivalency”).

PCR products were electrophoresed using 1% or 2% TAE agarose gels and purified with 0.6x or 0.8x volumes of AMPure XP beads for arp and tp0470 amplicons, respectively. Clean PCR products were quantified using Qubit 1X dsDNA HS buffer (Invitrogen).

Nanopore library preparation and sequencing
Following barcoding PCR and purification/quantification, samples were pooled to meet recommended input amounts for Oxford Nanopore (ONT) Adapter ligation kit (SQK-LSK109). Because most samples fell in the range of 2-10 ng/μL, we chose to maximize efficiency by pooling an equivalent volume (0.5 μL) per amplicon.

DNA end repair of the pool was performed as outlined in the ONT protocol for SQK-LSK109 using both ONT and NEBNext reagents, then purified with Ampure XP beads at a 1:1 ratio. Adapter ligation proceeded according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with room temperature incubation for 10 minutes, followed by purification with a ratio of 0.8x Ampure XP beads, washing with kit short fragment buffer (SFB), and elution in 47 µL water. The resulting pool was then quantified on Qubit (1X high sensitivity dsDNA kit) to calculate the total molecular weight of DNA. Molarity was calculated assuming an average fragment size of 800bp.

Amplicons were sequenced on Flongle flow cells via the MinION mk1B platform. ONT MinKNOW software interfaced with the MinION to perform pre-run flow cell checks and initiate/monitor the sequencing experiment. Each Flongle was primed and loaded with 20 fmol DNA per SQK-LSK109 and Flongle sequencing expansion (EXP-FSE001).

Sequencing was run for 24 hours, selecting “SQK-LSK109” for the DNA amplicon kit with high accuracy basecalling and other default parameters. Basecalling was performed in MinKNOW (v21.11.7) running Guppy (v.5.1.12) (Wick et al., 2019). Reads with an average phred score greater than 9 passed the quality filter.

Demultiplexing
Fastq files that passed the quality filter were processed through Porechop (Wick et al., 2017) twice: First, using a customized adapters.py script that contained forward barcodes, using the default stringency of up to 5 mismatches in the 24 bp barcodes. Barcodes were modeled after those used previously in a dual-indexing protocol (Currin et al., 2019). Second round demultiplexing proceeded using reverse primers with the same parameters in the adapters2.py script, but ensuring no additional bases were trimmed past the barcodes.
arp and tp0470 consensus generation

Demultiplexed reads were aligned with bwa mem 0.7.17 (Li and Durbin, 2009) using the nanopore preset to reference files containing various numbers of tandem arp or tp0470 repeats and flanking regions of several hundred bases. Per-reference statistics were extracted with the BBtools v38.18 (Bushnell) utility pileup.sh, and the reference assigned the most reads determined for each sample using a custom R script. Consensus sequences were extracted using the sam2consensus utility script (https://github.com/edgardomortiz/sam2consensus). Predicted number of repeats and resultant band size was then cross referenced with the agarose gel images, and the automated call either confirmed or overridden.

Structural modeling

Locations of predicted signal peptides and lipidation sites were determined in “slow” mode in SignalP 6.0 (Teufel et al., 2022). Default settings were used for PSORT analysis (Yu et al., 2010). Conserved domains were determined using the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (Lu et al., 2020). Following removal of predicted secretion sequences, full length protein sequences for TP0470 and ARP were modeled in trRosetta (Yang et al., 2020; Du et al., 2021) with default settings and AlphaFold (Jumper et al., 2021; Varadi et al., 2022) using the pdb70 database for homology modeling and otherwise default settings. Protein models were visualized in PyMOL, and electrostatic surface potential shown with the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS) plugin.

Statistics and code availability

All statistical analysis was performed in R v4.0.3. Phylogenetic trees and tp0470 and arp variants were visualized with the R packages ggtree (Yu et al., 2017), treeio (Wang et al., 2020), and ggplot (Wickham, 2016), and multiple sequence alignments by R package ggmsa (Zhou et al., 2022). Bash, R, and python scripts for all data processing are available at https://github.com/greninger-lab/TP_genome_finishing.

Results

Maximum likelihood phylogeny of 207 T. pallidum subsp. pallidum strains

We have previously reported the near-complete genomes of 196 T. pallidum strains, of which 191 were T. pallidum subsp. pallidum (Lieberman et al., 2021). Herein, we have updated the T. pallidum subsp. pallidum whole genome phylogeny to include 16 additional strains collected in Colombia, China, Malawi, and the United States. With the exception of one strain collected from Malawi (TPVMW082H), all newly-added strains fit within the subclades defined previously (Lieberman et al., 2021) (Fig 1A; Supporting Information). Malawi strain TPVMW082H appears to have diverged from the lineage that gave rise to the Nichols B and Nichols C subclades, but the maximum likelihood support values were below 0.95; therefore the phylogenetic relationship between TPVMW082H and Nichols B and C could not be clearly delineated. To demonstrate the fact that strain TPVMW082H is only distantly related to other samples included in this phylogeny, we have assigned this strain its own subclade, Nichols X.

Nanopore sequencing can resolve tp0470 and arp repeat sequences in a high throughput fashion
To date, no systematic analysis of full-length T. pallidum tandem repeat genes has been performed, in part due to the fact that the short-read Illumina data used to generate most whole genomes cannot resolve the many 24- and 60-bp repeats found in tp0470 and arp, respectively. Although Sanger sequencing can be employed to examine repeats from both genes, this approach is labor intensive and relies on the a priori assumption that the tandem repeats comprise fewer than ~800 bp, the length limit for Sanger sequencing; lengths of up to 22 repeats (1320 bases) have been reported for arp (Harper et al., 2008). For tp0470, the DAL1 strain has 29 repeats of 24 bases (696 bases total) (Cejková et al., 2012), and the T. pallidum subsp. pertenue strain CDC-2 has 37 24 base repeats (888 bases total) with no upper limit known. Therefore, we developed bench and bioinformatic protocols for highly multiplexed, long read sequencing of the arp and tp0470 loci. We amplified portions of the arp and tp0470 genes using dual-indexed primers, allowing up to 192 amplicons on a single nanopore Flongle, followed by demultiplexing, reference mapping, and consensus calling. Across six Flongle runs to generate arp and tp0470 data on 212 strains, an average of 408,286 reads passing filter were generated. Following demultiplexing of forward and reverse barcodes, an average of 3327 reads were assigned to each sample, comprising both arp and tp0470 reads. Reads were then mapped to tp0470 and arp reference files containing between 1-60 and 1-24 tandem repeats, respectively, using bwa mem (Li and Durbin, 2009) with the Oxford Nanopore preset (-ont2d) to account for low fidelity reads.

To validate our method, we cross referenced the band size seen on gel electrophoresis with the automated call from our pipeline. S1 and S2 Figs show the gel electrophoresis bands from a subset of samples and histograms of the distribution of mapping to the number of repeats for tp0470 and arp, respectively. We found 89% (183/206) concordance between the tp0470 pipeline call and band size, with discordance likely due to considerable low molecular weight byproducts produced during amplification of tp0470 repeats, which are 75% GC-rich. However, as is clear for sample China11, the correct repeat number was readily apparent in these samples upon inspection of the mapping distribution (boxed region and arrows, S1B Fig). Technical replicates of select samples agreed with each other in 100% of cases, however, amplicons produced using a two-stage amplification (see Methods) required more manual comparison with band size to eliminate the low molecular weight byproducts, which were unsurprisingly more likely to appear during two stage barcoding. Replicates generated using both methods gave the same result (Supporting Information, “Methods Equivalency”).

At 98.5% (200/203), concordance between the number of arp repeats determined automatically by our pipeline and the electrophoresis band size was extremely high (S2 Fig).

Sanger sequencing was used to validate tp0470 repeat lengths of select samples, with 100% concordance seen. Confirmation of novel arp repeat types, as well as linkage between adjacent 60 bp repeats, was performed by manual inspection of Illumina WGS reads for all unique arp variants. Technical replicates and replicates using each barcoding method gave the same result.

The number of tp0470 repeats is higher in samples from the Nichols-like clade

We first examined the consensus sequence and number of tandem 24 bp repeats in the tp0470 gene in the context of the recombination-masked whole genome phylogeny we had previously
determined (Lieberman et al., 2021). Unlike arp, which has some sequence variation at six
positions per 60 bp repeat (see below; (Liu et al., 2007; Harper et al., 2008)), we did not find
any tp0470 sequence changes in any of the 233 strains we examined, which included 211
strains we successfully sequenced by nanopore and the remainder from public databases.
However, we did note wide variability in the number of repeats (Fig 1A), ranging between 4-51,
with Nichols-like strains generally having more repeats than SS14-like strains (mean (median)
repeats for Nichols and SS14 25.7 (27) and 15.3 (14), respectively; p<2.2x10^-16, Welch’s t-test)
(Fig 1B), although this effect was difficult to disentangle from the strong location-specific
effects we observed (Fig 1C, p<2x10^-16, ANOVA).

**The number of arp repeats varies per subclade**

We then examined the number of arp repeats in each sample in the whole genome phylogeny.
Among the 226 TPA strains with arp sequence information, including 203 strains we sequenced
and the remainder from public databases, the majority (170, 83.7%) had 14 tandem repeats, 28
(13.8%) had ten repeats, and the remainder had between 4-24 repeats (Figure 2A, Supporting
Information), consistent with previous reports of the prevalence of repeat lengths (Pillay et al.,
1998; Harper et al., 2008; Marra et al., 2010). No relationship between tp0470 repeat length
and arp repeat length was observed (SFig3A, Pearson coefficient = 0.008), as seen in prior
observations (Śmajs et al., 2018), even when strains containing 14 repeat arp sequences were
removed (Pearson coefficient = 0.196). With the exception of the Nichols-like clade Laboratory
Strain “Chicago” (NC_017268), which was excluded due to a known sequencing error in the
reference sequence, all variants were in frame and SNVs limited to the six positions per 60 bp
repeat previously recognized to be variable, resulting in four amino acid substitutions.
Subclade-specific repeat length variation was noted (p < 2x10^-16, ANOVA), with all but five
samples in Nichols subclade B having ten repeats, three of the four strains in Nichols C with 19
repeats, and 15 or 16 repeats in the SS14 Mexico subclade (Figure 2A-B). When samples from
Madagascar, which had a bimodal distribution of arp repeats, were removed from analysis, no
repeat length variation was found among different countries (Figure 2C, p > 0.05, ANOVA).
Among the 170 samples with 14 ARP repeats, nine different gene sequences, which we have
named A-I in order of decreasing prevalence, were represented (Figure 2D), with different
usage patterns in different subclades. For example, ARP14 variant A was found in 103 samples
in SS14 subclades exclusively. ARP14 variants B and C, which differ by only three nucleotides
within a single 60 bp repeat, are found exclusively within the Nichols A subclade, variant E
found exclusively in Nichols B, and variant D found in Nichols subclades C, E, and the subclade
containing the laboratory strains, Nichols D.

**The sequence of arp repeats varies per subclade**

We also characterized the pattern of the modular 60 bp near-identical repeats. Three types of
arp repeat (Type I, II, and III) were originally identified by Liu et al (Liu et al., 2007). A fourth
type, Type II/III, which likely formed by recombination of Types II and III between the two sets
of three variable positions to form a chimera, was discovered in a larger analysis of laboratory
and clinical strains (Harper et al., 2008). In addition to these “canonical” types of arp repeat, we
found three additional repeat Types that had not been previously described (Fig 3A): Type I/III,
which appears to be a chimera of Types I and III and found only in a single Peruvian strain with
seven arp repeats; Type III/I, which is a chimera of Type III and either Type I or II and found in a
14-repeat arp variant found in 17 samples from Madagascar as well as the Cuban strain CW83
(Grillová et al., 2019); and Type IIIG, found in a single sample from the United States, which
shares the Type III sequence at the first four variable positions and likely recombination to
match Types I or II at the final two variable positions. All repeat Types generated unique amino
acid sequences (Fig. 3B). Consistent with previous reports that non-vенereal T. pallidum
subspecies use only Type II repeats (Harper et al., 2008; Cejková et al., 2012; Staudová et al.,
2014), the single Lihir Island T. pallidum subsp. pertenue strain and four Japan T. pallidum
subsp. endemicum strains included in our previous study (Lieberman et al., 2021) had only four
Type II repeats, or ten or eleven Type II repeats, respectively (Supporting Information).

To better visualize the relationships and pattern of repeat Type use between different arp
variants, we plotted them in the context of the whole genome phylogeny (Fig. 3C). In this
context, several general patterns emerge. Most strikingly, out of 121 strains in the SS14-like
clade with ARP sequence information, 115 include at least two Type II repeats, a penultimate Type
II/III repeat, and a 3' Type III repeat, in contrast to the Nichols-like clade, which instead contains
four or more Type II repeats followed by one (Nichols subclade A) or two (Nichols subclades B-
E) Type III repeats. Furthermore, with the exception of arp sequences in the Nichols B subclade,
which start with a Type I repeat followed by Type II, arp variants in 99% of strains across both
major clades start with two Type I repeats.

Within each subclade, we defined the dominant arp sequence as the one most commonly
found. Out of the 226 T. pallidum subsp. pallidum strains with arp sequence information, we
identified 170 strains with the dominant arp sequence in the subclade to which it belongs, 25
strains where the arp repeat sequence clearly did not match the dominant sequence in its
subclade, and 26 strains that comprised three clusters of closely-related strains all exhibiting
the same arp variant but diverged from the predominant variant in the subclade to which they
belonged. (“Dominant arp Variant in Subclade”, Supporting Information). The dominant strain
in the SS14 Mexico or Nichols X subclades could not be determined, and Nichols D Lab Strain
Chicago was excluded due to a known sequencing error. We did not find any SNVs enriched
among strains with an arp sequence altered from the dominant strain (p>0.05, Fisher’s exact
test). We also examined the relationship between non-dominant arp sequence and branch
length on the whole genome maximum likelihood tree. We found that the strains with the non-
dominant arp sequence had terminal branch lengths (defined as the number of SNPs that
separate a tip from its most recent ancestral node) that were on average 3.6 times longer than
those with the dominant sequence (SFig4, mean (median) 4.11 (3) SNPs vs 1.14 (0) SNPs,
\( p=0.0046, \text{Welch’s t-test}) \). While these observations do not account for sources of selective
pressure such as host immune response or anatomic site of infection, they do suggest that
events that result in a novel arp sequence are likely stochastic and less frequent than SNP
fixation, which occurs approximately once per genome every five years (Beale et al., 2019;
Lieberman et al., 2021; Taouk et al., 2022).

Novel arp sequences likely arise through intra- or inter-strain recombination
In cases where a strain’s arp sequence did not match the dominant sequence in its subclade, we confirmed the sequence by examination of WGS short read linkage and/or Sanger sequencing. We then attempted to determine the simplest mechanism to generate the novel sequence. In most cases, a single intra-strain recombination event, resulting in insertion, deletion, or substitution of one or more arp modules, is most parsimonious (SFig5; most variants could theoretically be generated by addition or removal of modules from the dominant sequence in a different pattern than shown). For example, in the SS14 Omega´ and East Asia subclades, ARP14.A is most commonly modified presumptively through loss of repeat modules, resulting in sequence lengths between 7 and 12 modules. Notably, though, we do not know how long the recombination junctions must be, therefore sequences such as ARP11.B, which could have been formed by a recombination event between the 4th and 5th variable nucleotides of type III and type II modules as shown, or could also have been generated via deletion of the three tandem type II repeats in conjunction with mutation of the 5th and 6th variable positions in the type III repeat from A to G, to generate the novel Type IIIG module.

In addition to novel arp variants that can be generated via a single intrastrain recombination, there are other variants whose presumptive lineage is less clear. For example, the strain UAB46xei is very unusual, both starting and ending with type II modules, unlike any other arp variants. Interestingly, though, the UAB46xei arp sequence is 10 repeats, like the ARP10.A sequence that predominates the Nichols B subclade. Strains TPVMW082H and Dublin57B, belonging to Nichols X and SS14 Omega´ subclades, respectively, also contain unique sequences generated via complex mechanisms, though it is plausible that several individual recombination events generated the 20-repeat variant found in TPVMW082H, which is only distantly related to any other strains in this dataset.

Other strains show clear evidence of inter-strain recombination. For example, ARP10.A is the dominant sequence in the Madagascar strains that comprise Nichols subclade B and found in no other strains except for the single Madagascar sample in the SS14 East Asia subclade. Similarly, although the dominant arp variant in the SS14 Mexico subclade cannot be determined since each strain has a unique sequence, the arp variant in SS14 Mexico strain MD06B is only shared with the SS14 Omega´ subclade strain MD51x, both of which were collected from Maryland, USA. Finally, strain Japan317x in Nichols subclade C harbors the same ARP14.D variant as is found in strains in Nichols subclades D and E, including in one Japan sample; however, deletion of 5 modules from the ARP19.A variant private to the Nichols C subclade is also a possible mechanism for generation of the 14.D variant in Japan317x.

Together, these data suggest that both intra- and inter-strain recombination is employed by *T. pallidum* to generate diversity at the arp locus.

We also attempted to determine if *tp0470* repeat length or arp repeat length and sequence were associated with syphilis stage. Among the 79 strains with stage information available, 49 were primary and 30 were secondary; although longer *tp0470* variants were seen on average in secondary syphilis samples (SFig6A, mean (median) 23.6 (25) for secondary vs 18.8 (15) for primary, *p*=0.03624, Welch’s t-test), no significant differences in *tp0470* repeat length by disease stage were observed when samples were further split by SS14- or Nichols-like clades,
suggesting that sampling bias may be confounding interpretation of the association of tp0470 sequence and primary or secondary syphilis (p>0.05, Fisher’s exact test), nor did we find a significant difference in the number of arp repeats among primary vs secondary syphilis samples (Sfig6B, \(p=0.358\), Welch’s t-test). However, secondary syphilis was overrepresented among strains with the ARP10.A sequence (Fisher’s Exact Test, \(p=0.0171\)), while primary syphilis was overrepresented among strains with the ARP14.A sequence (Fisher’s Exact Test, \(p=0.0188\)). No other arp sequence variants had enough samples with stage data to determine overrepresentation.

**Structural modeling of ARP and TP0470 to localize 3D repeat structure**

There is ample evidence the proteins encoded by tp0470 and arp genes are present during infection: Previous studies have shown that the tp0470 transcript is expressed (Smajs et al., 2005; De Lay et al., 2021), and sera from infected rabbits (McKevitt et al., 2005) and patients (Brinkman et al., 2006) are reactive to TP0470 protein. The arp transcript is expressed (Smajs et al., 2005; De Lay et al., 2021), and the ARP protein was found to be one of the top 10% most abundant proteins by mass spectrometry (Osbak et al., 2016). *T. pallidum*-infected rabbit sera are reactive to ARP (McKevitt et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2007), while sera from infected human patients are weakly reactive to ARP during primary infection (Brinkman et al., 2006). Therefore, we attempted to model select variants of the full-length proteins encoded by tp0470 and arp. The tp0470 gene is identical in all strains included in this study outside of the repeat length variation, and TP0470 is confidently predicted by both SignalP 6.0 (Teufel et al., 2022) and PSORTb V3.0 (Yu et al., 2010) to contain a signal sequence with no lipid anchor, which suggests it resides in the periplasm. A conserved domain search (Lu et al., 2020) reveals the tetra tripeptide repeat protein domain (e-value: 1.52e⁻⁸) at the N-term of the protein, with no predicted conserved domains otherwise. This is consistent in structures predicted by both trRosetta (Yang et al., 2020; Du et al., 2021) and AlphaFold (Jumper et al., 2021; Varadi et al., 2022), which contain four pairs of antiparallel \(\alpha\)-helices that comprise the conserved tetra tripeptide motif in the N terminus, followed by an extended \(\alpha\)-helix largely composed of the highly charged eight amino acid repeat motif “EAEEARRK” (Fig 4A-B; tetra tripeptide repeat motifs in green, pre-repeat linker in grey, 15 repeats of eight amino acids in purple, post-repeat C terminus in gold). Confidence metrics for trRosetta are high for the overall structure (TM-score = 0.756), while for AlphaFold the local Difference Distance Test score is >80 (high) throughout the tetra tripeptide repeat domain, and drops throughout the length of the extended helix. Variants with longer tandem repeats are predicted to have a helix that folds back on itself by AlphaFold, while trRosetta predicts an elongated structure; although at low confidence (SFig7A-B). The length of the repeat portion of the helix ranges between 4-51 repeats, or a total of 32-408 residues in repeats, with a modal number of repeats of 15 (SFig7C). Assuming 0.54nm in length per helical turn of 3.6 residues, the elongated length of the predicted helix may range between 11.5 nm and 68.1 nm including the non-repeative 23 amino acids N terminal and 23 amino acids C terminal to the repeats, with 90% of lengths between 7-36 repeats (15.3-50.1 nm), and the helix of the 15 repeat variant measuring approximately 24.9 nm. Within the helix, a single eight-residue repeat makes just over two helical turns. Fig 4C zooms in on four repeats, comprising approximately 9 helical turns. Although the orientation of
amino acid residues in a structural model does not reflect the precise native conformation, the stick representation of sidechains (Fig 4C, top) and smoothed surface charge (Fig 4C, bottom) demonstrates the highly polar nature of the TP0470 repeats.

We predicted domains and structures for select variants of the acidic repeat protein. By SignalP 6.0, it is predicted to have a signal sequence (probability=0.67) and possibly lipidation site at cysteine-29 (probability=0.33), however, PSORT predicts neither of these elements. A conserved domain search reveals a C-terminal SPOR domain (e value: 7.5e−3), which in other proteins is a peptidoglycan binding domain (Yahashiri et al., 2017). Together, these results suggest that the acidic repeat protein is localized to the periplasm.

For model generation, we first examined the ARP14.A variant, by far the most common variant in our phylogeny, harbored by 103 strains. While both trRosetta and AlphaFold predicted the expected twisted beta strand structure of the C-terminal SPOR domain (Fig 5A-B, magenta), AlphaFold’s low confidence prediction of the repeat regions (local Distance Difference Test ~40) is entirely unstructured (Fig 5B), whereas the trRosetta prediction is for the acidic repeats to form a disordered linker comprising the first five repeats, followed by a parallel β-sheet structure that contains nine strands composed of the last nine acidic repeats (Fig 5A), although the confidence in the prediction is quite low (TM-score=0.288). This structure would contain an extremely acidic face of the β-sheet (Fig 5C) with a periodicity of 20 residues, the same as the repeat. Interestingly, the repeat region in most other variants was not predicted by trRosetta to fold into a beta sheet, rather, they were highly disordered (SFig8); only variants ARP14.H and ARP15.A were also predicted to form a β-sheet from the repeats. Overall, despite a plausible structure for some variants, structural modeling of the acidic repeat protein remains challenging with only low confidence models returned by two methods and any attempt to infer function based on these results should be made cautiously.

Discussion
Despite the relatively low rate of SNP fixation, with a mean rate of approximately 1-3x10−7 substitutions per site per year in putative non-recombinogenic loci (Beale et al., 2019; Lieberman et al., 2021; Taouk et al., 2022)), T. pallidum uses additional mechanisms to increase its genetic diversity and antigenic repertoire. These include inter-strain and inter-species recombination in genes encoding the Tpr family of antigens (Gray et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2018; Grillová et al., 2019), gene conversion in the variable regions of tprK (Centurion-Lara et al., 2004; Giacani et al., 2010; Reid et al., 2014), and homopolymer expansion and contraction to alter promoter activity and hence expression level of putative outer membrane proteins (Giacani et al., 2015). Previous work has demonstrated that diversity in the tp0470 and arp repeat length, and repeat type usage in arp, is likely generated by recombination, although modification of the number of repeats in the tp0470 could also be possible via a polymerase slippage mechanism. Our current study extends these findings to a large cohort of clinical samples with near-complete genomes available, enabling examination of differences between subclades and correlation with genome features.

From our results, it is clear that a very wide distribution of tp0470 repeat lengths is possible but with no sequence variation within the repeat. Although T. pallidum has an
extremely low rate of mutation and most genes are highly conserved, the absence of sequence
variation within the tp0470 gene outside of repeat length variation suggests the protein may be
under purifying selection. The arp gene has multiple sequence variants generated by using
different repeat module types in a tandem arrangement, but is highly enriched for sequences
with fourteen repeats. For both genes, some differences between Nichols- and SS14-like clades
are observed: in tp0470, there is a slight increase in repeat length in the Nichols-like clade vs
SS14. In the arp gene, variants are generally limited to a single subclade, particularly in the
Nichols-like clade, which has far greater genetic diversity than the SS14-like clade, with an
average pairwise SNP distance of 42, as compared to an average pairwise SNP distance of 10 for
the SS14-like clade. It is unclear whether differences between tp0470 lengths or repeat module
pattern in arp between subclades have functional consequences and are being selected for, or
whether the differences simply reflect random events during diversification. In the case of arp,
we did not find any SNPs throughout the genome that correlated with an unexpected repeat
sequence.

Until very recently (Romeis et al., 2021), no reverse genetics system for T. pallidum
existed, therefore, traditional bacteriological genetic tools, such as mutants and knockout
strains, to interrogate gene functions have not been available for the syphilis spirochete. Prior
to the development of an epithelial cell co-culture system in 2018 (Edmondson et al., 2018), T.
pallidum could only be passaged through rabbit testes, precluding forward genetics screens.
While proteome-wide bioinformatic structural predictions have helped to shed light on the
likely role of conserved structural domains (Houston et al., 2018), the structure and function T.
pallidum proteins containing novel motifs, such as the repeat sequences found in TP0470 and
ARP, remain unknown. To gain insight into their biological function and possible role in syphilis
pathogenesis, we employed several in silico tools to predict the topology and structure of full-
length ARP and TP0470 proteins.

The presence of a signal peptide on TP0470 is strong evidence that it is localized to the
periplasm, where it likely binds other as-yet-undermined protein(s) via its N-terminal
tetratricopeptide motif, which was predicted by both trRosetta and AlphaFold. Both algorithms
predicted an extended α-helix with regions of alternating positive and negative surface
electrostatic potential, regardless of the length of the repeats. Although TP0470 does not have
any known interacting partners, it seems plausible that in addition to interactions formed by
tetratricopeptide motif, the unusually long, very polar α-helix that comprises the repeats also
serves to mediate protein-protein interactions.

Although a signal peptide was not confidently predicted by one tool (SignalP 6.0) and
not predicted at all by a second (PSORT), the presence of a C-terminal SPOR domain, which
binds denuded peptidoglycan, strongly suggests ARP must be present in the periplasm.
However, it is less clear whether ARP is free in the periplasm or is acylated at cys-29 (weakly
predicted by SignalP 6.0), tethering it to the inner membrane. Both topologies are consistent
with other SPOR domain-containing proteins (Yahashiri et al., 2017); mass spectrometry, Edman
degradation, or other biochemical techniques will be necessary to resolve this question.

In addition to the unclear localization of ARP, the structure formed by the ARP repeat
modules remains murky. The most biologically plausible structure generated by the modeling
software is of the modular repeats forming a parallel beta sheet, with periodicity of 20 residues,
the same length as the repeats. The β-sheet and the loops that connect the strands form an
extremely negatively charged surface; it seems likely that whatever the ARP repeat domain binds, it will be positively charged.

Figure 6 summarizes our current understanding of the structure and topology of TP0470 and ARP. Because TP0470 is predicted to be soluble, it may be able to traverse the peptidoglycan layer through pores. In contrast, ARP may be associated with the inner membrane, constraining its movement within the periplasm. However, these models do not resolve why there is tremendous diversity of tp0470 repeat lengths, and arp repeat lengths and repeat module usage. To answer these questions and determine the biological function of the repeat domains, extensive biochemical and biophysical studies of different variants will be necessary.

One of the primary limitations of our genomic dataset is that of bias introduced by unequal sampling. For example, although we and others have reported that 14-repeat arp variants predominate, particularly variant 14.A, this may reflect the increased sampling in geographical regions (Europe and the United States) where SS14-like clade strains predominate. Furthermore, many of the strains included in our study were not collected with extensive clinical histories or patient characteristics, limiting our ability to infer functional differences from sequence variation. Finally, the use of PCR to interrogate genes containing repetitive sequences is always challenging due to the generation of truncated artifact products, which can amplify preferentially over the “real” product, as we saw for tp0470 in some samples (SFig1B). However, these products were readily apparent in both the gel images and histograms of mapped reads; therefore the data remained interpretable, and were consistent in technical replicates (Supporting information).

In addition to developing a novel method to examine repeat length and sequence in two challenging genomic loci in T. pallidum, our study has demonstrated extensive tp0470 and arp repeat diversity among more than 200 clinical strains with whole genome sequence, by far the largest study of these genes to date. Importantly, we found that more than 10% of strains contained an arp variant that had a different length and sequence than the dominant variant in the subclade, which builds on concerns about the utility of using the number of arp repeats as part of strain typing tools for epidemiology (Mikalová et al., 2013). Finally, we have proposed a possible mechanism by which each may interact with peptidoglycan and/or other periplasmic factors and influence morphogenesis. Although additional genetic, biophysical, and biochemical interaction studies will be necessary to characterize their function and elucidate their binding partners, our study of tp0470 and arp lays the foundation to directly link the genotype to function of two novel genes that may influence T. pallidum pathogenesis.
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**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1:** Variation in *tp0470* repeat length. A) Recombination masked whole genome phylogeny (left) with the number of *tp0470* repeats for each strain (right). Sequence variant number is included as text to the right of each length bar. All data are also included in a tabular representation in Supporting Info. Number of *tp0470* repeats by subclade (B) or country (C).

**Figure 2:** Variation in *arp* repeat length. A) Recombination masked whole genome phylogeny (left) with the number of *arp* repeats for each strain (right). Sequence variant number is included as text to the right of each length bar. All data are also included in a tabular representation in Supplementary Table 2. Number of *arp* repeats by subclade (B) or country (C). D) Multiple sequence alignment of the nine variants with 14 *arp* repeats. Variant positions are highlighted and bases colored red, blue, yellow, or green for A, C, G, or T, respectively. The number of strains with each variant sequence is included in the bar graph to the right of the multiple sequence alignment.

**Figure 3:** *arp* repeat type usage. A) Nucleotide sequence of the *arp* repeat module types. Variable positions are highlighted. B) Amino acid sequence of the *arp* repeat module types. Variable positions are highlighted. C) Recombination masked whole genome phylogeny (left) with the repeat type usage per strain (right). The 60 bp *arp* repeats are colored by type.

**Figure 4:** Structure predictions of TP0470. A) trRosetta and B) AlphaFold predictions of structure of 15 repeat TP0470 variant. N terminal tetratricopeptide repeat domain is shown in green, repeats are in purple, and C-terminal region is in gold. C) APBS electrostatic surface potential (top) and stick model of sidechains (bottom) for portion of repeat helix.

**Figure 5:** Structure predictions ARP14A. A) trRosetta and B) AlphaFold predictions of structure of ARP14A. C-terminal SPOR domain is shown in magenta, repeats in cyan. C) APBS electrostatic
surface potential for trRosetta ARP structure from A. Red denotes negative charge (acidic) and blue denotes positive charge (basic).

Figure 6: Model showing ARP and TP0470 cellular location and putative interactions. Both ARP and TP0470 are localized to the periplasm. The ARP N terminus may be acylated at cysteine 29. OM: Outer Membrane. IM: Inner Membrane. PG: Peptidoglycan.

Figure S1: tp0470 PCR band and nanopore pipeline call concordance of select samples. A) PCR bands following barcoding. Bands should have a size of 24 bp times the number of repeats plus 273, including both flanking regions (225 bp) and two barcodes (48 bp total). The red box highlights non-specific amplification of low molecular weight fragments, while the red arrow shows the correct band size. B) Histogram of the distribution of reads aligned to each length variant in the mapping reference file.

Figure S2: arp PCR band and nanopore pipeline call concordance of select samples. A) PCR bands following barcoding. Bands should have a size of 60 bp times the number of repeats plus 874, including both flanking regions (826 bp) and two barcodes (48 bp total). B) Histogram of the distribution of reads aligned to each length variant in the mapping reference file.

Figure S3: arp repeat length is not correlated with tp0470 repeats. No correlation was seen between number of arp and tp0470 repeats (Pearson coefficient = 0.008).

Figure S4: Terminal branch lengths are longer for strains with non-dominant arp sequences. Average branch lengths from tip to ancestral node were determined for strains with dominant and non-dominant arp variants. **, p=0.0046, Welch’s t-test.

Figure S5: Possible single recombination events to generate arp variants from the dominant arp variant in each subclade. The dominant sequence from each subclade is shown in the top position for each pair, and the non-dominant (possibly nascent) variant below. Dotted lines show possible junctions. Only a single possibility per variant is shown.

Figure S6: Longer tp0470 repeats are associated with secondary syphilis. Out of 79 samples with stage information, samples from secondary syphilis had on average approximately 5 more repeats than primary (*, p=0.03624, Welch’s t-test).

Figure S7: TP0470 predictions: A) trRosetta and B) AlphaFold predictions of structure of 51 repeat TP0470 variant. Structures are colored from blue to red N term to C term. C) Distribution of tp0470 variants in phylogeny.

Figure S8: trRosetta predictions for additional ARP variants. Structures are colored from blue to red N term to C term.